
Summer Reading 
2018-2019 

 
 
English I (All levels)  (Mrs. Eymard)  eymard.charlene@stcharlescatholic.org    This class is for 8th & 9th graders 
enrolled in English I. 
 

Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet by Jamie Ford   
ISBN-10: 0345505344    OR     ISBN-13: 978-0345505347 

Assignment: 
 

Part I:  Read and annotate the novel.  A grade will be assigned to annotations (see instructions on annotations on this 
document).  Novels will be collected on the first day of class to assess annotations. 
 

Part II:  Complete reading guide (see questions below) to turn in on first day of class.  Please be sure to do your own 
work, as any responses considered too similar to a classmate’s will subject all parties to disciplinary action (a zero on the 
assignment and morning detentions). 
 

Part III:  Test on 4th meeting of English I class.  Please note that test questions will not only include those from the 
reading guide. 
A. Academic/Standard Classes:  multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, and short answer format 
B. Honors Classes: short answer and one-page essay (allowed to use annotated novel to complete essay section of  
                 test) 
 

Part II:  Reading Guide Questions 
 

Directions:  Write in BLACK or BLUE INK on loose leaf paper.  Do not write on the back of the page.  You do not have 
to write the questions, but please write the number of the question.  Make sure your responses are in complete sentences 
and use good grammar.  Once more, please be sure to do your own work, as any responses considered too similar to a 
classmate’s will subject all parties to disciplinary action. 

1. Why do you think Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet was told in flashbacks? What perspective can an older 
Henry give?  

2. Father-son relationships are a crucial theme in the novel. For example, how is the relationship between Henry 
and his father different from that between Henry and Marty? How is it the same?  

3. Why doesn't Henry's father want him to speak Cantonese at home?  
4. What is the significance of the “I am Chinese button?  
5. If you were Henry, could you forgive your father? Why or why not? 
6. Henry's mother comes from a culture in which wives are subservient to their husbands. Given this background, 

could she have done more to help Henry in his struggles against his father? Is her loyalty to her husband a 
betrayal of her son?  

7. What sacrifices do the main characters in the novel make in pursuit of their dreams for themselves and for others 
(Henry, Henry’s father, Henry’s mother, Keiko)? Do you think any of these characters sacrifice too much, or for 
the wrong reasons?  

8. What sacrifices do Mr. Okabe and Mr. Lee. make for the sake of their children (they have the same reason but 
the results are quite different). Why?  

9. Describe the bond between Henry and Sheldon.  What role does Jazz music play in their relationship and in the 
story?  

10. Why does Henry provide an inaccurate translation when he serves as the go between his father and Mr. Preston?  
Was it right for him to betray his father’s trust?  Why or why not?  

11. Do you believe that Henry gives up on Keiko too easily? What else could he have done to find her? What about 
Keiko? Why didn't she make more of an effort to see Henry once she was released from the camp?  

12. Do you think Ethel might have known what was happening with Henry's letters? Why do you believe this? 
13. Should the men and women of Japanese ancestry rounded up by the US during the war have protested more 

actively against the loss of their property and liberty? Remember that most were eager to demonstrate their 
loyalty to the US. Why do you believe what you do? 



14. How would you have felt if you were put in an internment camp because of your race during World War II?  
What would you have done? 

15. What’s to prevent something like this (the internment camps) from ever happening again?  
 

Annotation Instructions 
 

Helpful youtube video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=muZcJXlfCWs 
Marking and highlighting a text is like having a conversation with a book – it allows you to ask questions, comment on 
meaning, and mark events and passages you consider important. 

• Begin to annotate. Use a pen, pencil, post-it notes, or a highlighter.  You can use a combination of all of these.  
Please make sure that your writing is legible and dark enough for someone to read. 

• Write in the margins of the pages.  If you are a person who does not like to write in a book, you may want to 
invest in a supply of post it notes.  

• Some pages will have lots of writing.  Other pages will have little writing. 
• You are allowed to abbreviate:  b/c for because; & for and, etc. 
• If you run into unfamiliar vocabulary, highlight it. Look up what it means when you finish a chapter and write 

down a synonym for the word that you do know. 
• Take special notes on setting, main characters (Henry, Marty, Ethel, Keiko, Samantha, and Sheldon), conflicts of 

the main characters (internal and external), first impressions of characters, relationships, cultural values (how are 
they different from your own), themes of story (love, forgiveness, family, sacrifice), major actions (plot) of the 
story, and the open-ended conclusion (what do you think?):  

• If something is confusing, write:  I am confused. Or write: Huh? 
• When something makes sense, write: I get it…and tell what it is that you understand. 
• Comment on things that interest, impress, surprise, disturb, or touch you.  Tell why you feel this way. 
• For example:  on page 21 of your novel, I might highlight “the red-haired girl who pulled at the corners of her 

eyes and made a hideous bucktoothed face.”  My comments in the margin would read:  Disgusting! She’s a bully 
for making fun of Henry & Keiko’s slanted eyes. Hope Karma gets her! 

• If you see a literary device – a metaphor, simile, personification, oxymoron, allusion, etc. – mark it and tell what 
it is. 

 

• Make notes about the actions of the main characters.  
o For example, on the same page that I demonstrated above:  I highlight “He and Keiko smiled at each 

other until the last child was served an all the trays and pans were washed and put away. Then they ate 
their lunch, together, splitting a can of pears in the storage room.”  My comments in the margin might 
read: Good for them! Kill them with kindness! 

o Hopefully, you can see that annotations are a way for you to be a part of the novel.  You write what you 
feel in the parts to which you relate personally, and you write notes about what you understand about the 
meaningful content. 

• Don’t forget that your novel contains historical context and social customs of different cultures – 
underline/highlight and write notes about these things. 

• Summarize the main events at the end of each chapter. 
• Think about the title of the book?  Are there any hints or suggestions as you read that indicate the reason this title 

was chosen? 

	


